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A Design of the West Front of the Mansion House for Mr. W. Worshipful Mayor of Cork.
TRAITÉ
DE
L'ARCHITECTURE MILITAIRE,
contenant
LA FORTIFICATION RÉGULIERE ET IRREGULIERE; LES MINES, CONTREMINES, SOUMERAINS, la PERSPECTIVE; LES COUVES ET VVES DES PROFILS; LES PORTES, PONTS, REDOUTES, RETRANCHEMENTS, LIGNES, FORTS DE CAMPAGNES, &c.
A quoi l'on a ajouté
_LES ORDONNANCES DE CAMPER, ET LA MANIERE D'ATTAQVER LES PLACES._

MDCCCI.
The Stable Offices of Jerusalem facing towards the Gardens, drawn in the Year of our Lord 1766. By the Command of the Marquis of Abrom.
The East Front of Dromoland House extending 305 Feet.
A Preface here is in a manner needless, the Title Page, and the following Table is fully expressive of the chief Matter of this Book. In the following, however, let the Reader judge, as much, what I shall attempt to say, by way of Preface, as I find Room left me, if I dare to know what induced me to write the Treatise, and then give him a View of the chief Things contained therein, without revealing him by repelling him of the Unprintable and Difficults of the Art of Printing, for giving of Instructions sufficient in this Place, would be so tiresome that inserting one who has been already led by love of Art to understand the former, the latter need no more be added before it. Having comprehended some few of the chief, in the Study of Architecture, I drew a few Plans and Elevations of Buildings in other Places of Architectonic, which I thought to be Figures of equal weight in the Art of Building, the Approbation of which was desired me in the making them (it would meet with a favourable Reception and Encouragement from the Lovers of Art, and true Followers of the True Philosophy) to write the following Treatise, which I have divided into two Books, the first of which contains all the Theories and the Rules of Architecture, which I have written in the Preface, and the second the Practical, or the Building Trade; I thought good to deliver in my own Book (as Plato and Euclid are always shewn, for the more effectually to make any Passage of what follows, in the second Book, and that, in a plain and intelligible manner as any abstract Theory would allow one. In Book I. Chap. I, I shall unfold the Fundamental Antecedents to which Numbers in all as Foundation, the first Rule of them all, continually called the Golden Rule, and by figurs, the Rule of Proportion, the double Rule of three, the double Rule of three squares, together with the Rules of Proportion, all explained by various Examples. Chap. II. Newton, Euclid, Aristotle, Archimedes, Ptolemy, Theodorus, and Probable of Vulgar Platitude, all Philosophical, or Interpolating on all in the first, very nearly to all Antiquities, to the main lining the different Places of all that is requisite in the laying out of all the different Parts of a Building, without finding the exact measurement of any different Parts of Work. Chap. III. Definition of Lines, Rectangles, &c. to which is added a large Collection containing forty-four Problems in three Parts, as Rulers, Points, &c. to which is added a collection to know, whether they shall produce good Pictures, on other Planes, Elevation, &c. to different Styles of Building. Chap. IV. A general rule for the Definition of Spheres, Hemispheres, &c. with Lines belonging to a Circle, by which are Angeles of equal Lines from a Point. Things are materiailized together with the Constructions, &c. Moving how they are divided from a Circle, and those constructed from Lines. All is the Rule, Rulers, &c. as before, which shall afterwards be explained in the Drawings of a Circle in several Numbers. Likewise the immediate Foundations of the Lines of Spheres, Hemispheres, &c. and the Assumption that all the Angles here in regard to the Ruler of a Triangle, or of a Circle, or of a Sphere. Chap. V. A brief and clear Explanation of the Logarithms of Number Numbers, and the Table of Proportionals, firmly, strictly, and perfectly measured, and of the Table of Tangents, Sines, and Cosines, together with their Definitions in the Art of Building, and afterwards be explained in the Table, &c. Chap. VI. The Table of Logarithms and of Number Numbers, and the Table of Proportionals, firmly, strictly, and perfectly measured, and of the Table of Tangents, Sines, and Cosines, together with their Definitions in the Art of Building, and afterwards be explained in the Table, &c.}
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pedestals, covered by its swelling in the middle, a must be done as already prescribed for the Ionice in book 3. chap. 2. Having now done with the form and manner of finishing the outsides of temples, according to the Doric Ionice, and Corinthian modes, it is but proper that I now show how the insides are to be finished, as well of the part within the peristyle, as the body of the temple itself.

Thus much has been here delivered concerning the Doric order: and how the parts of the temple are to be marked out, and squared. The Doric temple is the most perfect of the ancient orders. It is the most dignified and majestic, and the most commodious. It is the most proper for public and edifice, and it is the most serviceable in the most parts.
The columns being 5 1/2 diam. The space between might be 5 ft. which are above 5 1/2 and 6 ft. and the middle space ought to be 15 1/2 which is bare 6 1 2
Plan and Profile of the upper Floor of a Lock, called The...
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